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 Dependencies: e32e4f6e-dd2e-4d18-b9d8-dae732e7401f: python 3.5.2. You should specify the.pkl file with the data. If you
want to use a file in a location other than where you have it in, you can use the file option. Getting data into your Notebook Use
the In, Import, or IO options to create a data source that imports your data from external sources. The reading of the data from
the external sources may take a long time. If the data has multiple files, then make sure to add the file options on all but the last

line. Otherwise, the last line will process the last file of the input data (if any). You can also specify the file path or use data
from a Spark DataFrame or dataset. I will assume that you are using the Scala. Two examples to get data into your Notebook: 1.
io.databricks.csv: Databricks CSV File I will use the file option, since the file resides on a cloud storage. 2. Spark Dataset Read
from Azure Blob Storage Databricks CSV File Extract data from Kaggle Notebooks Data is extracted using the Python script
into Pandas DataFrame or Spark DataFrame objects. Python Script Getting data into your Notebook Create a script with a list
of operations to run on the data. The script reads from the data source, perform operations, and writes the results to the data
source again. In your Notebook, you need to specify the file path or Spark DataFrame or dataset with the data to use. Python
Script Run it. Spark and Spark DataFrames There are many operations that you can perform on data in Kaggle Notebooks. In

this section, we will discuss some of the commonly used operations. It would be too large to list all of them, but if you are
interested, please refer to the following sections: DataFrame.repartition, DataFrame.sort, DataFrame.groupby, DataFrame.filter,

DataFrame.aggregate, DataFrame.drop, DataFrame.join, DataFrame.foreach, DataFrame.corr, DataFrame.pivot,
DataFrame.map, and DataFrame.reduce. See the following example to get more details: Example - DataFrame.repartition

DataFrame.sort Data 82157476af
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